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Abstract
Visual storytelling aims at generating a story from an im-
age stream. Most existing methods tend to represent images
directly with the extracted high-level features, which is not
intuitive and difficult to interpret. We argue that translating
each image into a graph-based semantic representation, i.e.,
scene graph, which explicitly encodes the objects and re-
lationships detected within image, would benefit represent-
ing and describing images. To this end, we propose a novel
graph-based architecture for visual storytelling by modeling
the two-level relationships on scene graphs. In particular, on
the within-image level, we employ a Graph Convolution Net-
work (GCN) to enrich local fine-grained region representa-
tions of objects on scene graphs. To further model the inter-
action among images, on the cross-images level, a Tempo-
ral Convolution Network (TCN) is utilized to refine the re-
gion representations along the temporal dimension. Then the
relation-aware representations are fed into the Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) with attention mechanism for story genera-
tion. Experiments are conducted on the public visual story-
telling dataset. Automatic and human evaluation results indi-
cate that our method achieves state-of-the-art.

1 Introduction
For most people, showing them images and ask them to
compose a reasonable story about the images is not a dif-
ficult task. Though the recent advances in deep neural net-
works have achieved encouraging results, it is still non-
trivial for the machine to summarize the meanings from im-
ages and generate a narrative story. Recently, visual story-
telling has attracted increasing attention from the areas of
both Computer Vision (CV) and Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) (Huang et al. 2016; Yu, Bansal, and Berg 2017;
Wang et al. 2018a; Huang et al. 2019). Different from image
captioning (Karpathy and Fei-Fei 2015; Vinyals et al. 2017;
Yao et al. 2018; Fan et al. 2019) which aims at generating
a literal description for a single image, visual storytelling is
more challenging, which further investigates machine’s ca-
pabilities of understanding a sequence of images and gener-
ate a coherent story with multiple sentences.

Existing methods (Huang et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018a;
Huang et al. 2019) for visual storytelling employ encoder-
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Figure 1: A scene graph based example for visual story-
telling from VIST dataset. The story presented is from a hu-
man annotator. (Best viewed in color)

decoder structure to translate images to sentences directly,
with CNN-based models for visual feature extraction and
RNN-based models for text generation. However, it is not
intuitive to represent all the visual information of the images
with an abstract high-level feature, and this also hurts the
interpretability and reasoning ability of the model. Recall
that when we humans telling stories for an image sequence,
we will recognize the objects in each image, reason about
their visual relationships, and then abstract the content into a
scene. Next, we will observe the images in order and reason
the relationship among images.

Taking this idea as motivation, we propose a novel graph-
based architecture named SGVST for visual storytelling,
which first translates each image into a graph-based seman-
tic representation, i.e., scene graph, and then models the
relationship on within-image level and cross-images level,
as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, inspired by the success
of scene graph generation (Xu et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018;



Figure 2: An overview of our SGVST model (better viewed in color).

Zellers et al. 2018), a scene graph parser, consisting of Faster
R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015) and relationship detector, is �rstly
implemented to parse images into scene graphs. In each
scene graph, vertexes represent different regions and di-
rected edges denote relationships between them, which can
be represented as tuples< subject-predicate-object> , e.g.,
< man-holding-girl> , explicitly encoding the objects and re-
lationships detected within an image. Then for processing
the scene graphs to enrich region representations, we em-
ploy Graph Convolution Network (GCN) which passes the
information along graph edges. After processing the local re-
gion representations for each image, we further utilize Tem-
poral Convolution Network (TCN) (Bai, Kolter, and Koltun
2018) to process the region representations along the tempo-
ral dimension, which models relationships on cross-images
level. To this end, the relation-aware representations are inte-
grated with the information on both within-image level and
cross-images level. In order to make full use of image in-
formation, we use a bidirectional-GRU (Chung et al. 2014)
(biGRU) to encode the feature maps obtained from Faster
R-CNN as high-level visual features, and then fuse them
with the relation-aware representations to get new represen-
tations. Finally, the obtained new relation-aware represen-
tations are fed into the hierarchical decoder to conduct the
story generation.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows:

� We �rst propose to translate images into graph-based
semantic representations called the scene graphs to
bene�t representing images and high-quality story
generation.

� We propose a framework based on scene graphs
to realize enriching �ne-grained representations by
modeling the visual relationships through GCN on
the within-image level and through TCN on the
cross-images level.

� Extensive experiments on the VIST dataset (Huang
et al. 2016) demonstrate that our method achieves the
state-of-the-art performance.

2 Method

The overall architecture of our proposed model is shown in
Figure 2. Here we have an image streamI = f I 1; : : : ; I N g,
we aim to output a storyy = f y1; : : : ; yN g, whereN is
the number of images in the image stream and sentence
yn = f w1; : : : ; wT g consisting ofT words in the vocab-
ulary Vs of all output words. We argue that modeling re-
lationships on within-image and cross-images levels would
help for understanding and describing images. To this end,
we propose a graph-based architecture. First, scene graphs
G = f G1; : : : ; GN g are �rst generated by a pre-trained
scene graph parser, where the vertex (object) represents each
region and the edge denotes the visual relationship between
them. Then the scene graphs are passed through Multi-
modal Graph ConvNet to obtain the relation-aware repre-
sentations�v = f �v1; : : : ; �vN g, which integrate both within-
image and cross-images levels information. In the story gen-
eration state, we feed the relation-aware representations�v
into a hierarchical decoder to generate the story. Each of
these modules will be described in details in the following
sections.

2.1 Scene Graph Parser

Scene graph parser is proposed to parse an image to a scene
graph. Thanks to the recent advances in visual relationship
detection (Xu et al. 2017; Zellers et al. 2018), detecting the
relationship can be simpli�ed as a semantic relation classi�-
cation task on visual relationship datasets. Formally, a scene
graph is a tupleGn = ( Vn ; En ), wheren 2 N denotesn-th
scene graph forn-th imageI n , Vn = f vn; 1; : : : ; vn;K g is
a set ofK detected objects with each region representation
vn;i 2 RD V , andEn is a set of directed edges of the form
(vn;i ; r n; ( i;j ) ; vn;j ), assigning two directional edges from
vn;i to r n; ( i;j ) and fromr n; ( i;j ) to vn;j , wherer n; ( i;j ) de-
notes a relationship categories (labels). The details of pars-
ing an image to scene graph are given as follows.


